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Reviewer’s report:

1. Regarding Reply to query #2: Although measuring iTFA levels in the blood of neonates is a more direct exposure measure for the outcome in question than measuring the iTFA levels in the blood of mother (reply to query 2), it may give insufficient evidence to implicate any one prenatal factor (in this case exposure to TFA) in hematopoietic cancer aetiology, unless the levels in the mothers (antenatal) are also shown to be changed.

2. There can be number of confounding factors that cannot be accounted for and can influence the results and cause spurious association if cases are selected among children between 1998 to 2008 and controls born between 2009 to 2017. To control for this variation, cases and controls should be selected equally among neonates born before and after the legislative ban.

3. Regarding Reply to query #3: 'In Objective 2 we measure the exact TFA levels in neonatal blood regardless of the TFA law"- Does it mean that authors plan to measure TFA levels in only specific cases (children born between 1988-2008) and matching controls (children born between 2009-2017) or in all children born in the years 1988 to 2017 regardless of whether they got haematopoietic cancers or not?

4. In line 176, the authors wants to use cases and controls sharing the "exact date of birth". It is not clear if the year too will be matched. For example, for a case with a birth date of say January 1st, 1988, the control will be born on January 1st, 1988 or on January 1st falling in the years 2009 to 2017?
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